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About Us

The Productivity Insights Network was established in January 2018 and 
is funded by the Economic and Social Research Council.

As a multi-disciplinary network of social science researchers engaged 
with public, private, and third sector partners, our aim is to change the 
tone of the productivity debate in theory and practice. 
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• The Covid-19 pandemic has has a profound impact on 

the viability and resilience of microbusinesses

• Policy measures are supporting businesses whose 

productivity is permanently very low.

• Issues associated with the long tail of poor performing 

firms remains a critical challenge

• The increased use to digitization by firms during the 

lockdown may represent one step forward



Microbusiness and the salience of productivity

• Output per hour is generally not a priority

• Perennial issues of 1) capital investment and tech adoption and 2) leadership 

quality

• Productivity-enhancing innovation often motivated by winning exports

• Key growth drivers in owner-centric microbusinesses

• Capabilities

• Owner-manager characteristics

• Growth ambition

• Business environment



Impact of Covid-19

• Early dissolutions, especially in hard-hit sectors and younger firms

• ONS survey data suggests that turnover reductions, although bad, were not as bad 

as anticipated early in lockdown

• Widespread use of furloughing (78% of SMEs in late April 2020)

• Specific difficulties for self-employed sole-traders

• Success stories, but for a minority



Immediate responses

• Reactive, using whatever support was available and could be accessed

• A lot of adjustment in the productivity denominator (labour input) though various 

means (but probably playing ‘catch-up’ with the numerator)

• Business model ‘pivoting’ and new-to-business innovation very dependent on 

context

• Firms reporting the debilitating effects of uncertainty



Wider implications and recovery prospects

• Capabilities: innovation and the digital dividend

• Owner-managers: skills and resilience will be critically important

• Growth ambitions: need to be supported by ongoing permissiveness in business 

finance

• Business environment: final demand, supply chains, ability to export 

(notwithstanding Brexit chaos)



FINANCING AN ENTREPRENEUR-LED ECONOMIC RECOVERY: THE 

IMPACT OF THE CORONAVIRUS ON BUSINESS ANGEL INVESTING

Professor Colin Mason

University of Glasgow



‘If ever there was a timely book on an important question this is it. The 

need to address the spatial and human aspects of Britain’s low 

productivity had no sooner reached the top of the political agenda than 

COVID-19 struck, plunging us into radical uncertainty. This well-focused 

collection of data-rich studies begins to illuminate how COVID-19 has 

altered and compounded the productivity problem.’

Sir Paul Collier CBE, 

University of Oxford, UK

‘The Productivity Insights Network has been building huge insight and 

credibility in the past two years and with this collection of papers, is 

leading the way on identifying potential new patterns in our economy.’

Tony Danker, Director-General, 

Confederation of British Industry (CBI), UK

• Consensus that entrepreneurs with ambitions to scale will drive the 
economic recovery from Covid-19

• Access to risk capital plays a key role in the start-up and growth of 
such firms because they need to invest ahead of revenue

• Concern that there has been a reduction in the supply of 
entrepreneurial finance with consequences for start-up and scale-
up

• What has been the impact on business angel investment activity?
• Decline in investment, but early fears of a collapse have not 

materialised
• But shift in investments in favour of follow-on investments 
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INTRODUCTION

• Focus on business angels 

• They finance the start of the entrepreneurial pipeline

• They offer ‘smart’ money

• Many VC investee businesses have raised initial funding from BAs

• Implications of a decline in angel investing: “it would have a massive 
impact on the startup economy in Europe. Indeed, if angel investing 
breaks down, you break down the whole pipeline of development.” 
Luigi Amati, president of Business Angels Europe



COVID-19 HAS CREATED UNCERTRAINTY FOR 
BUSINESS ANGELS
• Impact on their existing investee businesses

• Future investment risk 

• Fewer exit opportunities

• Response: preserve cash for existing portfolio

• Switch to virtual meetings: “angels invest in people. We have got to get to 
know the people … to build trust and relationship. It is a two-way 
relationship. It is difficult to see how this can be overcome [in the current 
circumstances]”
o Possible impacts: (i) only invest where personal relationships exits; (ii) slows down 

the investment process

• Impact of the recession on their personal wealth 
o They may seek to reduce discretionary investment activity



OUTCOMES

• Some angels have stopped investing

• But most angels are continuing to invest

• They are still getting deal flow – pitching events switched online

• Decline in aggregate investment activity

• Increase in follow-on investments; decline in new investments

• Marked decline in Q3 2020

• Evidence of stability and modest revival in Q4 
o uncertainty falling
o increased familiarity with digital investment process

• Changing investment criteria
o Financial ‘runway’, revenue source and revenue generation model, sectors



WHAT SHOULD GOVERNMENTS DO TO 
SUPPORT ANGEL INVESTING?
• Tax incentives?  UK already has generous incentives for ‘angels’

• Co-investment schemes to leverage angel investments – key flaw: they 
follow angel investment trends

• Convertible debt instruments:  UK Future Fund favoured VCFs and 
not compatible with EIS/SEIS

• Increase in the supply of non-dilutive finance: impacts on investability, 
dilution and valuation

• Support for the running costs of angel groups



THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEMS

Michaela Hruskova

University of Stirling
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• Ecosystems are a support framework for the 

development and growth of innovative companies

• Main threats: decline in revenue, availability of equity 

financing, social interactions and trust

• Key priorities: maintain vibrant entrepreneurial 

communities and knowledge sharing, offset loss of 

revenue and financing, and support businesses across 

the pipeline from start-up to scale-up



INTRODUCTION

• Entrepreneurial activity as a key driver in economic recovery

• Entrepreneurial ecosystems - “a set of interconnected entrepreneurial 
actors, organisations, institutions, and processes” that support 
entrepreneurial activity within the local environment

• In what ways is the Covid-19 crisis impacting on entrepreneurial 
ecosystems? How might this impact on entrepreneurial activity? Will 
these impacts affect ecosystems differently?



IMPACTS

• Finance
• Decline in seed and start-up finance from business angels and VC funds

• Busines angels investing less and focusing on their existing portfolios

• Business incubators, accelerators and workspace
• Financial problems of tenants, work from home and short rental agreements 

are undermining their business model

• Universities
• Impact of remote study on student entrepreneurial support and student 

start-up activity

• Decline in international students – who have higher start-up rates than 
domestic students



IMPACTS

• Entrepreneurial support organisations
• Often rely on government funding – will governments be able to continue to 

support them?

• Shift to online interactions
• Possible negative impacts on trust, networking, and knowledge sharing

• But allows access to knowledge, expertise, and resources from other 
ecosystems

• Access to talent
• Physical location less restrictive so both companies and talent can tap into 

other ecosystems – but will this create more competition for talent?



CONCLUSION

• Impact is unclear at this point
• Digital affordances are removing geographical barriers - who benefits?

• Smaller ecosystems can grow by accessing resources from more established ecosystems

• Larger ecosystems can reinforce their dominance by absorbing resources from elsewhere

• Key priorities:
• Knowledge sharing on overcoming entrepreneurship challenges

• Maintain vibrant, well-connected communities of entrepreneurs

• Offset the decline in start-up and early growth financing

• Key anchor institutions doing business with local companies to drive sales

• Support businesses across the pipeline – from start-up to scale-up



FRONTIER AND ‘LAGGARD’ FIRMS: WILL THERE BE 

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF 

PRODUCTIVITY POST COVID-19?

Professor Richard Harris

Durham University
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CHANGES TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVITY POST COVID-19?

Professor Richard Harris

Durham University
• Frontier/leading firms (part of GVCs) will experience 

falling productivity lowering aggregate TFP growth

• Diffusion/catch-up of non-frontier/laggard firms will be 

curtailed

• Creative destruction which allocates resources to higher 

productivity firms truncated (more ‘zombie’ firms)

• Overall impact of C19 will lower TFP (levels and growth) 

and exacerbate negative LR impact of deglobalisation 

and Brexit



What causes low(er) aggregate TFP

1. Frontier firms are not amongst the global leaders in their industry
• these firms are involved in global value chains (GVCs)
• such networks/GVCs significantly enhance productivity when shocks are positive, but equally lead to faster 

and more intense transmission into lower productivity when shocks are negative . 

2. there is a lack of diffusion of technology from (national) ‘best-practice’ frontier to non-frontier firms
• Dependent on investment in especially intangible/knowledge-based assets which get cut in periods of greater 

uncertainty and risk (and smaller firms face cash-flow problems)

3. there is insufficient reallocation of resources from less to more efficient firms through ‘churn’ (opening of 
more efficient/closure of less efficient firms) and through the reallocation of existing market shares from 
low to higher productivity firms
• during recessions there is a ‘cleansing’ effect through especially the closure of lower productivity plants/firms 



Will government supply-side interventions truncate ‘cleaning’ effect?
• The Economist reported (27/2/21):

• that the UK Government pledged up to £330bn (around 15% of GDP) of loan to firms affected by C19 (as well as 
the furlough scheme, rate holidays, etc.)

• GDP in 2020  dropped by 10% but the number of firms closing was down by 20%, with banks not expecting a 
‘pent up’ wave of insolvencies to follow.

• The concern is regarding subsidies is that:
• They reduce net new firm entry in the longer run and/or 
• lower ‘within firm’ productivity improvements 

• the outcome will be a reduction in the market’s ability to reallocate resources towards those firms, with 
higher productivity, that will rebuild the longer-run growth of the economy
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